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BSoUP

Editorial

What with all the depressing talk these days about Brexit and global 
warming, how refreshing it was to travel recently to a place where they 
didn’t seem to have heard of either. Part of me thinks it’s wrong to tell 

the world about one of the last pristine coral reefs for fear that the entire diving 
community will descend upon it and destroy it but another part of me wants to jump 
for joy that such places actually still exist. As this publication reaches only a limited 
number, I don’t think I need worry.

Derawan Island, in Borneo, remains just as I remembered it eighteen years 
ago.  Giant turtles, sometimes as many as five at a time, can be seen grazing 
nonchalantly under the jetty; whalesharks are now hand-fed by local fishermen and 
are protected throughout Indonesia and manta rays can easily be seen.  As for the 
coral, there is no bleaching; none that we could see anyway.  Our guides were able 
to locate almost any kind of pygmy seahorse and as for the hairy shrimps……..  
well, you do need to have either superb vision or a prescription mask!  As for plastic, 
in sharp contrast to the gross tidal dumps encountered at places such as Ambon, 
there was, on average, only one plastic bottle every ten metres along the beach.
Perhaps it is only a matter of time but for now, there is still hope.

Your in focus team:  Chris, Paul, Mike and Joss
 
Joss 

by Joss Woolf Winter 2020
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Through Snell’s 
Window
in focus editor Joss Woolf 
interviews Henley Spiers

6 • BSoUP in focus

Can you give me an outline of 
your early years.
I was born in London to a French 
mother and a British father. We moved 
to Oxfordshire when I was four years 
old where I attended an international 
school. Next up was a history degree 
at Bristol University before moving to 
London for work.

How did you first get into diving?
As far as scuba diving is concerned, 
I did a DSD when I was 11 years 
old, in the warm waters of the British 
Virgin Islands on a family holiday. 
My parents then encouraged me to 
continue and I did the pool and theory 
work in Oxford, before finishing off the 
certification at 12 years old when we 
returned to the BVI. Before that, I had 
done a lot of snorkelling from a pretty 
early age, and would embark on 
marathon snorkel sessions when the 
opportunity presented itself.

How did your diving lead to 
underwater photography?
I kept my PADI Junior Open Water 

certification until I was 25 years 
old! Until then, I was very much a 
holiday-diver, buddying up with my 
dad when on holiday in places with 
warm water. Whilst I felt at ease in the 
water, scuba diving itself wasn’t a very 
smooth activity at first, as I struggled 
with equalisation and seemed to run 
through my air supply rather quickly! 
Luckily that passed and whilst at 
university I remember immensely 
enjoying scuba diving and snorkelling.  

It was very much a hobby, though and 
I set off on a path in the corporate 
world. In the office, I would sometimes 
daydream of being a dive instructor 
on a tropical island. And as that 
desire grew, I took a sabbatical from 
my job at 24 years old and did my 
dive master course on the island of 
Malapascua in the Philippines. It was 
a huge turning point and led to giving 
up my city job altogether to become a 
full-time dive pro, going on to do my 
IDC in Bali where I then stayed on for 
two years as the internship manager 
at Blue Season Bali, a PADI career 

BSoUP in focus • 7Winter 2020
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development centre. 

I had a Fujifilm Finepix F600EXR.
compact underwater set-up at that 
time but was very much a diver with 
a camera, just using it to document 
the experience. That started to change 
during a visit to Lembeh, where I did 
an underwater photography intro with 
a ‘serious’ camera. It was an eye-
opening experience which drove me to 
buy the same rig from Alex Tattersall, 
before going on to a new job as the 
dive manager at Dive Saint Lucia. 
It was a start-up dive centre and I 
used the camera as we documented, 
researched, and mapped the local 
dive sites prior to opening. 

The results were fairly pedestrian 
looking back, but I really enjoyed the 
experience of shooting, and friends 
and family were very supportive 
on Facebook, which motivated me 
even more. After two years in Saint 
Lucia, it became clear that I wanted 
to dedicate myself to pursuing 
underwater photography full-time, 
rather than teaching and guiding 
divers.

Where are you based now?
I currently live in Cebu city, Philippines, 
with my wife, Jade, and our two year 
old daughter, Apolline. We have a 
family tie here as it’s where Jade grew 
up and her parents still live in Cebu. 
It also seemed like a good place 
to pursue a career in underwater 
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photography, and we have recently 
completed the writing and shooting 
for our guide to diving and snorkelling 
Cebu (out in time for Christmas 
2019).

I’ve had an underwater camera since 
my divemaster course in 2012 but 
I would say I started becoming an 
underwater photographer in 2014, 
when I put thought into investing into 
a new rig and adopted a completely 
new perspective on diving.

What cameras have you had since 
and what do you use now?
Next came the Olympus EM5, then a 
Nikon D7200 (which we still have but 
is more often used by Jade), followed 
by the Nikon D850 which is absolutely 
incredible and my current camera of 
choice.

You have rocketed to underwater 
fame already; a long way from 
your job in the city. 
Thank you! I’m not sure I’m there 
yet but hopefully on the right track! 
The first big transition was resigning 
from my role as a lead marketing 
consultant for Dunnhumby, a data-
driven marketing firm, to pursue a 
career as a dive pro. That was the 
biggest life-changing moment and 
one of the top 3 decisions of my life 
looking back. Since then, the path 
has always been underwater, but with 
photography I think I’ve found the 
particular branch of this passion which 

I want to pursue for the rest of my life.

Which other photographers’ work 
inspires you and why?
I find inspiration every day from 
a litany of photographers who fill 
my social media feeds but its sadly 
impossible to condense all of them 
into a single answer. There are, 
however, some who have exerted a 
very strong influence. Alex Mustard 
may be an unoriginal answer to 
this question but I have devoured 
everything he has written on the 
subject and enjoyed the benefit of his 
workshops. Christian Vizl is another 
huge inspiration who I feel helped 
push my imagery to a new level of 
artistry. I am inspired by motion in 
still-images and Nick More’s stunning 
work in that field was what first 
inspired me, he has also always been 
generous with his know-how. Jade 
is another enormous influence and 
inspiration (and I’m not just saying that 
for the sake of my marriage!) - she is 
more of an artist than me really, and 
her sense of what works and what 
doesn’t is something I value and learn 
from daily.

What type of marine life attracts 
you the most?
I like to try and make the most of 
wherever I am, and whatever is there, 
whether that is big or small. Perhaps 
this is a result of getting serious 
about underwater photography in 
Saint Lucia, a place where the diving 
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is decent but without a wealth of 
immediately compelling subjects.

What would you say are your top 
diving destinations and what did 
you like best about them?
That’s starting to be a rather long list, 
probably best I don’t bore you with it! 
Recently I have been spending a lot of 
time in Mexico and am hugely inspired 
by the underwater scenes there, it’s 
kind of like the opposite of my home 
turf in Cebu: not blessed with colourful 
reefs, but full of big animals.

Is there any uncharted territory you 
would still like to visit?
I’m interested in exploring British 
waters, where I have spent very little 
time. As someone who has spent 
the bulk of their time underwater in 
tropical locations, the green water is 
actually quite exotic to my eye! I’m 
also very interested in pelagic marine 
events and will be trying to seek them 
out wherever and whenever they 
occur.

How did you discover BSoUP?
I can’t remember actually, but it would 
have been when I was working in 
Saint Lucia, feeling a bit isolated as I 
was pretty much the only underwater 
photographer on the island! I joined 
BSoUP but it was only when Pash 
Baker, former membership secretary, 
breezed into our dive centre on a 
holiday that she inspired me to get 
more involved with the 

competitions and community.

Has BSoUP helped you along your 
photographic journey and if so, 
how?
My photographic journey started when 
I was living abroad and the live-
streaming of meetings hadn’t started 
yet, so BSoUP wasn’t really a part of 
those formative years. I think for me 
BSoUP has been more about a sense 
of community and history. I’ve always 
enjoyed history and knowing the 
origins and story of things, and BSoUP 
is a big part of the history of the 
activity I am most passionate about, 
and in that sense I am very happy to 
be a member of such an influential 
society. When I get a spare moment, I 
quite enjoy sifting through the website 
and old issues of In Focus to get a 
sense of how things have changed, 
as well as the key characters over the 
years.

What advice would you give to 
people starting out at the present 
time and also to people who have 
already been taking photographs 
for a while?
Well, the first question is are you 
happy with what you are doing and 
the images you are producing? If 
the answer to that is yes, then keep 
on going as you are and enjoying 
underwater photography. If you 
are looking for improvements or 
are somehow dissatisfied with your 
images or experience, then you 
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need to mix things up a bit. As I said 
during my talk at BSoUP this summer, 
photographic madness is shooting the 
same subject, in the same place, at 
the same time, in the same way, with 
the same equipment, and expecting 
different results. Consider the various 
elements of that equation and change 
at least one of them.

What do you think about 
competitions?
I think they have a place in photo-
graphy, but are by no means the 
most important aspect. My personal 
experience has been positive for the 
most part, with competitions serving 
to channel my creativity, and results 
aiding to cement a reputation which 
I can then trade off commercially. For 

some, they will also serve a positive 
purpose, and the reality is that in any 
field, there is a base human desire 
to understand where you stand in 
the pecking order, a desire which is 
more prominent in some than others. I 
don’t think that’s always a particularly 
healthy thing, but it is unavoidable to 
some extent.

When I was younger, and without 
such clear ideas on what I wanted 
to do with my life, I was competitive 
about everything. With time, I realised 
what really mattered to me, and my 
competitiveness is now very selective. 
In my particular case, underwater 
photography is my career, so I do 
take the competitive side somewhat 
seriously (although you won’t see me 

Achievements
• Winner of the ‘Portfolio - David Doubilet Award for Outstanding Achievement’ in the Ocean Geographic Pictures of the Year contest. [Prize: 2000 euro Seacam voucher 
& live aboard diving package with Damai] • Winner of the ‘Gender & Oceans’ category in the 6th annual United Nations World Oceans Day photo contest. [no prize] • 
2nd place in the ‘Wide Angle’ category of the Asia Pacific UW Photo Challenge. [Inon UCL-90 Close-up Lens, UW Tripod Hub, UW 3-Way Panhead, Stick Arm SS-T (3pcs), 
INON original Desk Mat and Bath Towel  (USD860)] • Gold in the ‘Divers’ category of the DEEP Indonesia photo contest.• Silver in the ‘Animal Behaviour’ category 
of the DEEP Indonesia photo contest. • Bronze in the ‘Animal Portrait’ category of the DEEP Indonesia photo contest. [for all DEEP Indonesia results: 7-day package 
diving various regions of Bali, with Bali Diving Academy; 7 nights’ accommodation and 10 dives at Volivoli Beach Resort, Fiji; and a ReefNet SubSee +10 magnifier] • 
1st place in the Festisub Festival de L’Image Sous-Marine de Neuchâtel, category ‘Duo mer’. [Prize: 1000 Swiss francs] • Winner in 'Black and White’ category of the 
Underwater Photographer of the Year.Third place in ‘Macro’ category of the Underwater Photographer of the Year. • Commended in ‘British Waters - Macro’ category of 
the Underwater Photographer of the Year. [Prize for all UPY: Crystal Blue Resort 7 night stay]Gold Medal in the ‘Black and White’ category of the Our World Underwater 
contest. • Silver Medal in the ‘Macro - Unrestricted’ category of the Our World Underwater contest. • Silver Medal in the ‘Macro - Traditional’ category of the Our World 
Underwater contest.[Prize for all Our World: 8 nights on board the liveaboard dive vessel, MV Oceania, Papua New Guinea; a 5-day trip to Guadalupe Island aboard 
Solmar V; and an Ikelite Gamma II light]

Trips:
• October and November - annual trips to see the Striped Marlin aggregation. • February/March 2020 - Join me in chasing the dolphin aggregation • March 2020 - 
Workshop in the Maldives • January/February 2021 - Lembeh workshop

drowning my sorrows if the results 
go against me!). In contrast, when I 
took up climbing as a leisure activity, 
I knew I wasn’t going to be the best 
climber in the world, but that was 
ok, because I enjoyed it and could 
feel myself making the occasional, 
rewarding improvement. Underwater 
photography and diving are leisure 
activities for the vast majority of 
those who engage in them. They are 
there to have fun, to let you relax. 

If competitions are taking away 
from your enjoyment of underwater 
photography, it either needs a change 
of perspective or just stop entering 
them.

Email me for more details: 
thephotographer@henleyspiers.com  
www.henleyspiers.com
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Suspended in a dense cloud of 
baitfish, ebbing and flowing 
in response to the high-speed 

passes of patrolling Jacks, they 
disperse just in time for us to marvel 
at the magnificent gentle manta flying 
past. 

Huge sea fans densely covering the 
many slopes of most dive sites, are 
interspersed with a kaleidoscope of 
soft corals varying in colour from deep 
burgundy to fluorescent pinks and 

oranges. These are just a few of the 
dreamlike memories experienced in 
magical Misool.

The journey is long and divers from 
all over the globe, congregate bleary- 
eyed for the night in Jakarta prior to 
the early morning flight to Sorong   
followed by a three-hour boat ride 
to Misool’s now well-established eco 
resort.

On arrival all thoughts of the journey 

Magical Misool with Martin, 
Mustard and Mantas 
by Catherine Holmes 

Trip report from a photo-workshop with Alex Mustard MBE 
and Martin Edge, to the beautiful island of Misool in Raja 
Ampat, West Papua. dissipate as the beauty of this remote 

island seeps in.

Misool eco resort is set on a private 
island in southern Raja Ampat, West 
Papua, Indonesia. It is just south of 
the equator surrounded by 300,000 
acres of private Misool Marine 
reserve. All the dive sites are within the 
island’s own patrolled no-take zone. 
The island is deeply committed to a 
policy of social and environmental 
responsibility providing a sustainable 
environment for both staff and guests, 
aiming to show that tourism can 
support the local economy far more 

than by overfishing, shark finning and 
logging. The Misool Foundation for 
Marine Conservation collects funds 
to pay for rangers and work which 
sustains the Marine reserve.

Local people are employed as far 
as possible and, whilst at the outset 
started as roofers and carpenters to 
help build this spectacularly beautiful 
resort many, having learnt English, are 
now working directly with customers 
providing warm and authentic 
hospitality.

The diving program is posted each 
evening for the following day and 
comprises four boats, all offering three 
boat dives a day plus additional dusk 
or night dives for mandarin or flasher 
wrasse photography. Unlimited house 
reef diving is available at all times. 
The resort also coordinates with any 
visiting liveaboards in the area so 
that there is only one dive boat on 
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any given site at any time and also 
limits the number of dives to each 
site each day protecting the marine 
environment from the impact of too 
many divers.

Most journeys are under 20 minutes 
and all locations show the richness 
of the underwater life present in this 
area.

Photographic opportunities are 
endless, extensive wide-angle 
opportunities, fish action shots as well 
as split level shots closer to home 
and jetty images with many different 
lighting possibilities.

Mantas are a highlight of the trip, 
encountered on many dive sites - 
sometimes up to ten at a time. These 
vary in type and colour; a friendly 
black one being a firm favourite with 
our group. Another highlight for me 
is encountering turtles mating on the 
trip back from a dive site, and quietly 
slipping into the water to snorkel with 
them.

The house reef is exceptional, with 
a jetty to rival any in the world, even 
the famed Navy pier of Ningaloo. 
A resident shoal of jackfish circles 
adjacent to the jetty where schools 
of baitfish, sardines and cardinal fish 
shelter underneath the pylons above. 

Right: Manta with sunball above
1/250 f6.3 ISO250
8mm (Lumix fisheye 8/F3.5)
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Sweetlips and a huge napoleon wrasse 
meander in and out of the vibrant 
soft corals that hang down from the 
jetty pontoons. A black tip reef shark 
colony growing in size annually patrols 
the shallows along with a healthy 
population of green turtles peacefully 
feeding in the adjacent lagoon.

Pygmy seahorses are the superstars of 
the surrounding reefs and are found 
in large numbers. On the house reef 
alone one diver counted 16 pygmies 
on one dive. Pink Bargibantis, yellow 
Denise and the very special red 
and white Raja Ampat pygmies are 
all good subjects to use up several 
underwater hours practicing macro. 
With unlimited shore-diving available 
we are able to spend as much time as 
we want to capture images of these 
beautiful creatures. It soon becomes 
quite clear that they have very definite 
personalities, being either playful and 
on the move or very definitely not in 
the mood; shy and resistant to any sort 
of interaction with the eager onlooker.
The resident clownfish close to the jetty 
also entertain us with a new batch of 

Above: Back tip reef shark in sunbeams 
under jetty Misool
1/250 f4.7 ISO 200
21mm (Olympus 12-50 F5.3-6.3) 
Above left: Pair of Raja Ampat pygmy 
seahorses, 1/60  f13 ISO 200
60mm(Olympus 60mm F2.8Macro)
Left: Clown fish tending eggs
1/60 f11 ISO250
60mm(Olympus 60mm F2.8Macro)
Following page: Boo window
1/125 f5.6 ISO200
8mm (Lumix fisheye 8/F3.5)
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eggs soon after we arrive, enabling 
us to watch their development over 
the coming week and practice some 
interesting bokeh photography.

Dusk dives are available to see 
mandarins and flasher wrasses - 
both exciting to see, but the latter 
particularly challenging to shoot!

The workshop centres around lectures 
from Alex and Martin in the evenings 
covering the basics for lighting wide 

angle and the particular subjects we 
might see as well as more specific 
talks on inward lighting and creativity. 
Many of our evenings end with an 
image review where Martin and Alex 
would critique and advise on how to 
maximize their potential. Their different 
viewpoints on images are interesting 
to experience - one can only imagine 
their long discussions at UPY.

The end of the trip final show is 
testimony to the great location and 
the effort put in both by participants 
and our two dedicated tutors alike, 
inspiring images across the board.
In addition to the consistently 
excellent  tuition on specific subjects 

Mating turtles
1/160 f10 ISO 320 8mm 
(Lumix fisheye 8/F3.5)
Right: Pink soft coral
1/125 f6.3 ISO 200 12mm 
(Olympus12-50)
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and techniques from 
Alex, Martin hosts one 
to one sessions with 
each diver during the 
trip, teaching above and 
below the water. These 
are invaluable and it is a 
great privilege to spend 
quality time with one of 
our finest teachers in 
the field. Martin holds 
thorough pre-dive 
discussions regarding 
previous experience, 
problems and specific requests, and 
is able to teach on any subject at any 
level.

Underwater teaching is particularly 
helpful, picking a subject, then 
attempting  specific techniques 
showing Martin the results in the 
viewfinder. Having help to adjust 
strobe positions and settings to reach 
the desired result, embeds strong 
messages and techniques to carry 
forward. Martin is a kind, committed 
and interested teacher and is always 
happy to help and guide above and 
below the water.

With up to five dives a day our trip 
is busy, the camera room for the first 
time ever is home to 38 housings, 
49 cameras and 103 strobes- not 
to mention the 2000 nitrox cylinders 
used. The team spirit kicks in when 
various kit failures occur keeping 
everyone shooting for the whole trip. 

Exceptional cuisine and abundance 
of food including before and after-
dive breakfasts keep everyone in 
good humour and allow plenty of 
time for relaxing, swapping ideas and 
reinforcing friendships.
There are many land based activities 
for the non-diver including cookery 
courses, spa, bird watching and 
geocaching. A real highlight of the 
trip is a one-day trip to jellyfish lake 
after the first dive. A couple of hours 
boat ride away past local fishermen 
and pearl farms, the saltwater lake 
is reached after a short jungle trek 
nestled amongst the trees . It is 
home to golden and moon jellyfish, 
along with a healthy fish population 
including huge barracuda. On the 
way home we climb one of the highest 

Top: Clown fish eggs
1/125 f5.6 ISO 320
60mm(Olympus 60mm F2.8Macro) 0828 
Above right: Schooling batfish amongst 
shoal of smaller baitfish. 1/125 f5.6 ISO 
320, 8mm(Lumix fisheye 8/F3.5)

islands in the area to view the true 
splendour of the beautiful island 
archipelago of Raja Ampat - well 
worth the effort.

Misool Eco Resort is one of a kind 
-dedicated to protecting the marine 
environment and is beautiful beyond 
words. A committed passionate 
team run an excellent professional 
operation both in the resort and 
at the dive centre.

I would return in a heartbeat!

The trip was organised by Caroline at 
Scubatravel who also accompanied 
the group on the trip. She coordinated 
the boat and class schedules and 

made sure everything ran smoothly 
as well as being great fun and good 
company! Thankyou!
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Focus On - Competition Results
MAY 2019
FOCUS ON - NUDIBRANCHS
Congratulations to Martyn Guess 
who came first with an image of a 
Cyerce Elegans.

Congratulations also to Nick More 
and Pedro Vieyra who came second 
and third respectively.

There were 35 entries and the 
competition was judged by Anthony 
Holley.

The top six:
      1. Martyn Guess
      2. Nick More
      3. Pedro Vieyra
      4. Rob Bailey
      5. Mark Pickford 
      6. Sue Guess

1st Martyn Guess 
This image was taken in Bali last 
August on a night dive with Nick More 
who now regrets loaning me his torch 
for back lighting!  Seraya Secrets at 
Scuba Seraya.

F20 1/200th ISO 320. 
Nikon D5, Nikon 105mm macro lens
FIT +8 dioptre
Back lit so no strobes.

2nd Nick More
Janolus sp Nudibranch.
Lembeh, 2018. 

Nikon D500 & Nikon 105VR
Nauticam Housing, 2 x Inon Z240 
Strobes.
FIT +10  Diopter 
f/16 1/320th ISO200

3rd Pedro Vieyra
I spotted this lovely Flabellina on a 
wall dive at Maratua island in the 
Derawan archipelago on the East 
coast of Kalimantan - Indonesian 
Borneo.
 
These islands in the Celebes Sea are 
an area of huge biodiversity on the 
western edge of the coral triangle.
 
A little tricky to get a clear shot as 
it was moving quite quickly, but 
eventually I got a nice head-on 
view. Thanks to Susannah Erbe for 
identifying this as a Purple-lined 
flabellina.

Taken with my Nikon D800 and a 
Nikkor 60mm lens at f36, 1/100sec, 
ISO100 and lit with twin Retra strobes.

JUNE 2019 
FOCUS ON - CRUSTACEANS
Congratulations to Nick More 
who came first in the Crustacean 
competition.

Congratulations also to Mark Harris 
and Martyn Guess who came second 
and third respectively.

Top: Focus On - 
Nudibranchs winner, 
Martyn Guess.  
Below, 2nd place,  
Nick More. 
Bottom, 3rd place, 
Pedro Vieyra  
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There were 38 entries and the 
competition was judged by Rob Bailey.

The top six:
      1. Nick More
      2. Mark Harris
      3. Martyn Guess
      4. Nick Watson
      5. Paul Short
      6. Kirsty Andrews

1st Nick More
Shrimp eating Shrimp atop Armina sp. 
Nudibranch.

Nikon D500 / Nauticam Housing.
Nikon 60mm & Nauticam CMC1 
Diopter. 2 x Inon Z240 Strobes. f/5.6 
1/320th ISO50.

Lembeh Strait, North Sulawesi, 
Indonesia October 2018.

2nd Mark Harris
This image was taken in Feb 2018 in 
Cebu, The Philippines, on a reef in the 
south western tip of Moalboal. It was 
on a night dive where I had seen a 
huge variety of crustacea and unusual 
fish, yet found I wasn't getting the shots 
I wanted. I suddenly noticed a pair of 
decorator crabs busying themselves 
with making more decorator crabs, 
perched on a coral outcrop. This was 
not a shot to mess up, so I took that 
bit more care in capturing.
Taken on a Panasonic GF1 in an 
INON housing and INON Z240/
S2000 strobe pair. 45mm Lumix 

macro lens, 1/160s F14 ISO 200.
3rd Martyn Guess
Crinoid Shrimp. Anilao Philippines
Nikon D5, F20, 1/250th, Retra LSD 
Snoot. 

JULY 2019 
FOCUS ON - SUPERMACRO
Congratulations to Nick More 
who came first in the Supermacro 
competition.

Congratulations also to Rob Bailey 
and Mark Drayton who came second 
and third, respectively.

There were 20 entries and the 
competition was judged by Therese 
Guise.

The top six:
      1. Nick More
      2. Rob Bailey
      3. Mark Drayton
      4. Martyn Guess
      5. Nur Tucker
      6. David Alpert

1st Nick More
Ornate Pygmy Goby with Eggs.
Lembeh, N. Sulawesi,  Indonesia.
Nikon D500 & Nikon 60mm + 
Nauticam CMC-1 + Kenko ND8 ND 
Filter. Nauticam Housing / 2 x Inon 
Z240 Strobes. f/5.6 1/320th ISO50.
October 2018.

2nd Rob Bailey
This shot was made in NW Scotland 

Right: Focus On - Crustaceans 
Winner Nick More.  - Shrimp . 
Below right: 2nd place Mark 
Harris - Decorator crabs
Below: 3rd place Martyn Guess 
- Crinoid shrimp 

Left Focus On - Supermacro 
Winner Nick More. - Ornate 
pygmy goby. 
Below: 2nd place Rob Bailey 
Below right: 3rd place Mark 
Drayton - Porcelain crab on 
Sea pen
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in a sea loch free from swell which 
makes delicate photography like this a 
little easier.
Nikon D300 f22 1/320 Nikon 
105mm VR - SMC Diopter. 

2nd Mark Drayton
Porcelain Crab on Sea Pen.
I found this little fellow earlier this 
year going about his business of filter 
feeding on a Sea Pen in Anilao, South 
of Manila in the Philippines. He was 
constantly on the move, shifting from 
one side of the Pen to the other and 
climbing from one “rung” to another. 
I guess he was getting both protection 
from the Pen and an elevated position 
from which to feed. He was just a 
few mm across and I shot this image 
using a Nauticam SMC-1 and Nikon 
105mm macro lens at f25 on my 
Nikon D500. Of the 25 or so images 
I took, I particularly liked this one as 
it best displayed the crab’s extended 
fans or combs, nicely framed by the 
Pen’s branches and “book-ended” 
by the out of focus stem and polyps 
on either side, providing a little 
environmental context.

AUGUST 2019
FOCUS ON - NATURAL LIGHT
Congratulations to Susannah H 
Snowden-Smith who came first with 
an image of a Tarpon.

Congratulations also to Jeremy 
Brown and Jeanette Tsang who 
came second and third respectively.

There were 26 entries and the 
competition was judged by Henley 
Spiers.

The top six:
      1. Susannah H Snowden-Smith
      2. Jeremy Brown
      3. Jeanette Tsang      
      4. Rick Ayrton
      5. Nur Tucker
      6. Cathy Lewis

1st Susannah H Snowden-Smith
"Two Moments In Time"
Grand Cayman - The outline of a 
tarpon is filled in with silversides in this 
double exposure shot with available 
light.  This photograph is a nod to 
the belly full of silversides the tarpon 
will have from hunting them. Double 
exposure shot in camera with 1/13th 
second shutter speed. Photographed 
in the Eden Rock swim throughs at 
Eden Rock Dive Centre.  

I've photographed the annual summer 
event of silversides several times in 
my five years here in Cayman, often 
with strobes. On this dive in July, I 
specifically didn't attach the strobes, 
my goal being to photograph an 
image wholly differently from what I 
had in the past.  I conceived the idea 
of using a sequential double exposure 
while hovering in a swim through 
watching the dance of the eluding 
silversides and chasing tarpon in 
Right: Focus On - Natural Light Winner 
Susannah H Snowden-Smith  
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front of me. 
Nikon D500, Subal housing
Zen 100mm dome, Tokina 10-17
ISO 800, f/8, 1/13th sec.

2nd Jeremy Brown
Stingless jellyfish, Mastigias Papua, 
framed against Snell's window in Lake 
Lenmakana, Misool, Raja Ampat.

Olympus OMD EM1ii + Nauticam 
Housing + Olympus 8mm Fisheye @ 
f16 1/800s ISO200

3rd Jeremy Brown
This August, I went to an area about 
an hour's boat journey north of Isla 
Mujeres in Mexico to witness the huge 
aggregation of whalesharks. These 
whalesharks are attracted to this 
area because of the concentration 
of small transparent eggs from the 
bonitos that spawn at night.  On 
this particular morning, we saw a lot 
more whalesharks than on previous 
days so I decided to only focus on the 
whalesharks that swam towards me.  
After a lot of missed opportunities, 
I was beginning to think that I had 
made a mistake when this shark came 
straight at me.

SEPTEMBER 2019
UNDERWATER EXCELLENCE
Congratulations to Mark Drayton 
who came first with his portfolio of 3 

images including a reef scene, batfish 
and a seahorse.

Congratulations also to Nick More 
and Kirsty Andrews who came 
second and third respectively.

There were 17 entries and the 
competition was judged by 
Martyn Guess.

The top six:
      1. Mark Drayton      
      2. Nick More
      3. Kirsty Andrews
      4. Nur Tucker
      5. Cathy Holmes
      6. Chris Bannister

1st Mark Drayton
1. The Spiny or Thorny Seahorse 
was taken in Anilao, Philippines. 
The lighting is entirely a balance 
between natural lighting on the reef 
behind and an Inon narrow beam 
torch with cooling filter placed on the 
sand behind to backlight and trans-
illuminate the subject. No strobes 
were used. There was some current 
running, and the slowish shutter speed 
of 1/80 has allowed particles of sand 
in the water to create short linear 
tracks against the blue, nicely 
plotting the direction of the current 
and adding a dynamic sense to 
an otherwise static shot. I like the 
colour contrast between the glowing 
yellow and red and the deep blue 
background.

Top Left: 2nd place Jeremy Brown Focus 
On - Natural Light.  - Stingless jellyfish. 
Below: 3rd place Jeanette Tsang - 
Whaleshark 
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2. The wide-angle reef scene was 
taken on the Selat 1 dive site near 
Misool in Raja Ampat. It was taken 
using a Nikkor 8-15 Fisheye lens and 
DP-170 dome port to capture the 
breadth and riot of colour and action 
that typifies for me the wonderful Raja 
Ampat reefs. The shot suits the wide 
and smooth quality of light from two 
Retra Original strobes. I took a few 
versions of this shot and eventually 
caught a moment when the anemone 
fish obligingly lined up in front of their 
home.

3. The Batfish were captured on Shark 
Reef in the Ras Mohammed Marine 
Park in the Red Sea. I spotted a 
cleaning station fairly shallow under a 
ledge on the reef and saw that Batfish 
were peeling off from a larger school 
hanging off the reef to be cleaned. 
I tucked myself in under the ledge 
and a succession of fish presented 
themselves for portrait shots, the lure 
of the cleaning station allowing a 
closer approach than usual. Using 
the versatile and very sharp Nauticam 
Wide Angle Conversion Port allowed 
me to fill the frame using a kit lens 
at the middle of its zoom range 
and I grabbed the moment as these 
three started to split to swim around 
me. The strobes have caught just 
sufficient of the reef to provide some 
environmental context but were kept 
dialled quite low to avoid blowing 
out the highlights on these reflective 
fish.

All three photographs were taken 
this year using a Nikon D500 in a 
Nauticam housing.

2nd Nick More
1. Thorny Seahorse, Lembeh, 
Indonesia 
Nikon D500 / Nauticam Housing 
2 x Inon Z240 strobes, Nikon 60mm 
f/8 1/320th sec ISO 50.

2. Oceanic Whitetip Shark, Red Sea, 
Egypt
Nikon D500 / Nauticam Housing 
2 x Inon Z330 strobes, Tokina 10-17 
f/18 1/8th sec ISO 100.

3. Razor Fish Blur, Lembeh, Indonesia.
Nikon D500 / Nauticam Housing  2 x 
Inon Z240 strobes, Nikon 60mm f/22 
1/5th sec ISO 100.

3rd Kirsty Andrews
All three images were taken on my 
recent Passport to Paradise trip to 
Bangka, Bunaken and Lembeh. 
During my stay I was able to dive 
beautiful reef walls full of turtles as 
well as muck diving with exotic macro 
critters.

1. and 2. Flamboyant cuttlefish and 
hairy frogfish portraits, both 
from Lembeh Strait, 
North Sulawesi)

3. Turtle silhouette from 
Bunaken Island, North Sulawesi, 
Indonesia.

Underwater Excellence 
Winning Portfolio by 
Mark Drayton
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OCTOBER 2019
FOCUS ON - BEST OF BRITISH
Congratulations to Arthur Kingdon 
who came first with a portfolio 
including a wide-angle cave scene 
and close-up images of jewel 
anemones and sea hares.

Congratulations also to Rob Bailey 
and Cathy Lewis who came second 
and third respectively.

There were 19 entries and the 
competition was judged by Joe 
Daniels.

The top six:
      1. Arthur Kingdon
      2. Rob Bailey
      3. Cathy Lewis
      4. Kirsty Andrews
      5. Trevor Rees   
      6. Laura Storm

1st Arthur Kingdon
1. Isles of Scilly, September 2019, 
NIKON D500, Aquatica housing, 
Tokina 10-17mm, twin Inon Z240. 
First dive with my new Nikon D500 on 
a site whose exact location is known 
only to skipper Dave McBride of Dive 
Scilly. 

2. Porthkerris June 2017, Nikon 
D7000, Aquatica housing, in camera 
image overlay, 60mm Nikon macro, 
10-17mm Tokina, twin Inon Z240/
available light. Jewel anemones on 
Vase Rock.

3. Porthkerris, June 2016, Nikon 
D7000, Aquatica housing, Tokina 10-
17mm + Kenko 1.5 converter, twin 
Inon Z240. A trio of mating sea hares 
in Falmouth Bay - I love the expression 
on the face of the lower sea hare.

2nd Rob Bailey
1. Fireworks Anemone - back lit with 
a remote Inon S2000 strobe. Picture 
taken in Loch Dutch. Nikon D500 - 
Tokina 10-17 f18 1/320 ISO 640

2. Great Seal - Taken in the Isles of 
Scilly - Nikon D500, Tokina 10-17, 
Twin Inon Z240s f13 1/160 ISO 320

3. Snakelocks shrimp (Periclimenes 
sagittifer) - Taken in Babbacombe Bay 
- Nikon D500 Nikon 

3rd Cathy Lewis
All the images were taken this year 
with a Nikon D7000 camera in a 
Nauticam housing and twin Sea & Sea 
D1 strobes.

1. Gunnel amongst brittlestars, Loch 
Carron, May 2019. 60mm Nikkor 
lens 1/250s, f16, ISO 250
We make an annual pilgrimage to 
dive the Scottish lochs and always find 
spectacular life to photograph. One 
of my favourite sites is Loch Carron 
where we often see gunnels (or 
butterfish) snaking their way through 
the colourful brittlestar bed. 

2. Seal, Isles of Scilly, Sept 2019. 

2nd Nick More, Underwater 
Excellence Portfolio

3rd Kirsty Andrews, Underwater 
Excellence Portfolio
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Best of British Portfolio Winner Arthur Kingdon. 
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Nikon D7000. Tokina 10-17mm. 
1/160s, f10, ISO 400

There's something slightly whimsical 
about this young seal peering through 
the bootlace weed. We have been 
revisiting the Scilly Isles for the last 
couple of years and the seal diving 
has been the most productive and 
enjoyable I’ve ever experienced.

3. Nudibranch on Tubularia hydroids, 
Cornwall Aug 2019. 105mm Nikkor 
lens, 1/250s, f16, ISO 250. Inward 
lighting.

Our planned dive site was blown 
out, so the skipper dropped us on a 
mussel farm to have a quick look. It 
was mid August so I was surprised to 
see the mussel ropes festooned with 
colourful Tubularia, being feasted on 
by nudibranchs.

NOVEMBER 2019
BEGINNERS
Congratulations to Charlotte 
Mosley who won this year's beginners 
competition with a black and white 
portfolio. Charlotte's name will be 
engraved on the newly-restored 
BSoUP Beginner’s Trophy and 
she will receive a BSoUP Trophy to 
keep.

Congratulations also to 
Simon Dean and Theresa 
Henley who came second and 
third respectively.

The 26 entries were 
judged by David Alpert.

The top six:
      1. Charlotte Mosley
      2. Simon Dean
      3. Theresa Henley
      4. Dan Shipp
      5. Jeremey Brown   
      6. Alasdair Laing

1st Charlotte Mosley
One aspect of underwater 
photography I most enjoy is being in 
an environment full of vibrant colour, 
so it seems a bit perverse to have 
turned the jewel-like greens and blues 
of the cenote and the rich golden 
browns of the sea lions, into black 
and white.  But I have my mentor, 
Henley Spiers, to thank for showing 
me the potential of monochrome.  
All three images were high contrast 
shots, so lent themselves naturally 
to a process that has strengthened 
their composition and added an 
atmosphere less present in the colour 
version.

2nd Simon Dean.
1 Oceanic Whitetip taken at The 
Brothers, Red Sea. Panasonic 8mm 
fisheye, Inon Z240 and Inon Z220. 
F11, 1/160, ISO 640. Picture taken at 
about 6m.

2 Yellow-lipped Sea Krait, Malapascua 
Island, Philippines. Olympus 14-
42 at 42mm, Inon Z330 and Inon 

Above: 2nd Rob Bailey Best of British
Below: 3rd Kirsty Andrews   
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Charlotte Mosley Beginner's Winning Portfolio. 

Z240. F13, 1/100, ISO 200.  Taken 
at about 15m whilst it was hunting. 
It was moving quite quickly so I was 
swimming backwards to keep it in the 
frame. 

3 Seahorse at Malapascua Island, 
Philippines. Olympus 14-42 at 35mm, 
Inon Z330 and Inon Z240. F16, 
1/80, ISO 200.  Taken at around 
12m.

Both trips were photographic 
workshops run by Mario Vitalini. 
I’m a member of the Bristol 
Underwater Photographic Group. I 
started taking underwater pictures 
in 1988 graduating to a Nikonos 
5 then switching to video in 1997 
before taking a break from diving 
in 2004. I started diving again in 
2017 and bought my camera gear 
at the beginning of last year. A steep 
re-learning curve but extremely 
enjoyable!

All the pictures were taken on an 
Olympus OM-D EM10 mark iii in a 
Nauticam housing.

3rd Teresa Henley
All photos taken with Olympus OMD 
10 mark 1, in Nauticam housing, sea 
and sea YSD2 strobes. All taken this 
year 2019

1 Tompot Blenny
This is my fave UK fish, also my fave 
UK dive site, Swanage pier. I had 
decided it was time to take the bull 
by the horns and get the hang of 

my Leica macro 45mm lens which 
I have had for quite a while but its 
small DOF and my ageing eye sight 
has made bonding hard work, so it 
normally stays safely tucked up in 
my camera box. Blennies are such 
characters and if you are patient and 
stay long enough they will pose and 
eventually creep closer and closer to 
you often investigating before giving a 
quick nip on the hands.
 
2 Green humphead parrotfish Shot 
at Barracuda Point, Sipadan using a 
Nauticam wet mate air lens with the 
camera's kit lens.

I was lucky to be in the right place 
at the right time, having a very short 
window slot to grab a shot with the 
sunbeams in the background.

3 Spiny Spider crab
So back to the Leica 45mm this time 
in Tulamben, Bali at a dive site called 
Bafu Niti. I loved the coral this crab 
was on and wanted to include it in 
the shot. For a crab this was quite 
a willing participant and did hang 
around for long enough to get one in 
focus [easier said than done] and one 
without the top of the coral impinging 
too much on his head. I am starting 
to love my 45mm lens and working 
towards not just getting my pictures 
in focus but being able to think about 
composition...it’s taken me some time 
to get to this point.
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3rd Teresa Henley Beginners Portfolio. 

2nd Simon Dean Beginner's Portfolio. 

EXCLUSIVELY AT: 

OCEANLEISURECAMERAS.COM

THE NEW RANGE OF WIDE ANGLE LENSES

FROM AOI OFFER YOU AN UNPARALLELED VIEW

UNDERWATER WITH INCREDIBLE CLARITY . 

STARTING AT £325
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BSoUP

The new format of A3 prints and 
electronic submission proved very 
popular and we will continue with 

this format for 2020.  There were 142 
entries overall with 11 disqualifications 
(4 low resolution, 4 missed the 
deadline and 3 that exceeded the 
rules limit for the number of entries in 
a single category).  This left 131 for 
shortlisting of which 72 were printed 
and displayed for the public vote. This 
was a great improvement on the last 
few year's submissions.
 
The judges were impressed by 
the overall standard of entry.  The 
advanced overseas category was 
particularly strong and there was a 
notable improvement this year in the 
British and Irish Category for both 
number and quality of entries.  The 
judges this year were Paul Colley 
(Chairman of the panel, representing 
BSoUP), Nigel Eaton (representing 
DIVER Magazine) and Jane Morgan 
(independent judge).

Public Vote
 
450 people cast their votes at the Dive 
Show, selecting the following images 
as category winners:

British and Irish

Winner Mark Kirkland            
Curled Octopus and Sunstar, Cape 
Wrath, Scotland.

Runner Up Rick Ayrton               
Blue Shark, Eddystone.

Advanced British and Irish

Winner Kirsty Andrews              
Grey seal and sun rays, Farne Islands, 
Northumberland.

Runner Up Dan Bolt          
Snakelocks Anemone on Seagrass, 
Beacon Cove, Devon.

Overseas

Winner Nur Tucker                       
Sea Lion Pup, La Paz, Mexico

Runner Up Jenny Stock      
Freediver in Mariner’s Cave, Tonga.

BSoUP/ DIVER Magazine 
Print Competition 2019

Above right: Judges' Overall and 
Advanced Overseas  
Winner Hannes Klostermann - Black Tip 
Reef Sharks
Below: Advanced British and Irish 
Winner Kirsty Andrews - Grey seal and 
sun rays 
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BSoUP BSoUP

Above: Runner Up Jenny Stock - Freediver
Above right: Overseas winner Nur Tucker - Sea Lion Pup
Public vote winner Mark Kirkland -Curled Octopus and Sunstar.
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BSoUP

Advanced Overseas

Winner Hannes Klostermann Black 
Tip Reef Sharks, Fakarava, French 
Polynesia.

Runner Up Arthur Kingdon      
Wreck of the MV Karwella, Gozo.

Judges’ Selections 

Overall Winner and Runner Up
All three judges independently 
selected the same two images, with 
two judges agreeing in the same 
order of merit and one in the opposite 
sense.  Both images were separately 
scored as a category winner and a 
category runner up by the public, so 
there was an unusually high degree 
of correlation for the best pictures in 
this competition, which has a diverse 
range of subjects.
 
The judges’ overall winning image was 
the split level image of black tip reef 
sharks in Fakarava, French Polynesia 
by Hannes Klostermann.  The image 
shows the natural behaviour of black 
tips hunting over a shallow reef.  There 
is high interest above and below water 
with both areas in sharp detail and 
lots to engage the viewer.  But we also 
loved the dynamics right at the split, 
with shark fins cutting and splashing 
through the water, accentuating the 
action.  A very engaging image that 
the public voted as a category winner 
too.

The judges’ runner up was the 
stunning picture of a free diver 
bursting through a school of fish in the 
entrance to Mariner’s cave, Tonga.  
Photographer Jenny Stock captured 
exquisite light in this image, with 
bright warm tones at the top bursting 
through the surface.  Using the cave 
as an internal frame softens the dark 
edges of the picture to show the free 
diver reaching for the light with the 
surrounding fish bursting outward 
in silhouette as excellent secondary 
subjects.  It adds a strong dynamic to 
the overall composition.  

THANK YOU to Dave Smith and 
Mark Feldman for organising the 
competition.
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British and Irish 
Underwater Photography 
Championships 2019 

Overall Winner: Trevor Rees
Paul Colley: A very well executed on-the-day shot 
that stands out from its rivals. The warm light and 
surface texture complements the nicely offset principal 
subject, which has been carefully lit. A simple, but 
graphically strong image. 

Richard Thorn: A simple subject but nicely 
composed with the implied diagonal between the light and the tube worm. 
Technically well made with appropriate lighting, good depth of focus throughout 
the main subject and little backscatter. An innovative treatment of a simple 
subject.

Best Newcomer Karen Ho
Richard Thorn: A very delicate image with some nice 
contrasts (colour, shape and textures). Because of the 
delicate nature of the subject it would have been worth 
exploring other viewpoints to see if the image could have 
been separated a little more from its surroundings so as to 

BIUPC took place on Saturday 7th September.  There were fewer entries than 
last year, in part due to poor weather over some of the UK, but also due to a 
major web site failure at a critical stage of planning.  However, it was still very 
well contested with people from both the UK and Ireland taking part, sustaining 
numbers taking part well in excess of the old-style splash-in.

The judges this year were Richard Thorn from Ireland and Paul Colley, 
Chairman of BSoUP.  Trevor Rees won the competition with a beautifully crafted 
double exposure to take top honours for the third year, confirming his strong 
reputation as a superb on-the-day photographer.  Karen Ho was judged the 
best newcomer with a well-executed image of a shrimp.  

Top:  Overall Winner: Trevor Rees. Below : Best Newcomer Karen Ho 
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Compact Winner: Grant McCarry
Paul Colley: The eye is sharp with nice flecks of 
colour to hold the viewer. The shadow around the 
mouth detracts a little, as does the bright surround, 
which tends to pull the eye off centre. But a sharp 
image of an interesting critter can be enough 
to win! 

Richard Thorn: A nice portrait with the fish at eye level with the photographer, 
the diagonal position of the fish's body bringing energy to the image and the 
large eye being well lit and in focus. Well composed and technically well made.

Runner-Up: Derek Bolton
Richard Thorn: A very nice dreamy, semi abstract 
image with very good colour rendition. Positioning 
of the anemone in the centre is acceptable but 
the framing has allowed the red subject behind to 
overly intrude leading to lack of clarity as to the 
main subject. 

Mankind/ Environment Winner: Yo han Cha
Richard Thorn: This is well composed with the 
intent of the photographer clear. The balance in 
scale between the photographer and debris works. 
The focus could have been sharper and the lighting 
is a little flat which means that while the intent (to 
show the diver and the debris) is obvious the eye 
wanders rather than being drawn to the main subjects. More light on the debris 
would have helped.

Runner-Up: Ivan Donoghue
Paul Colley: There are some things that do not work 
in this image, particularly the below-water section, 
which is out of focus and much weaker in content 
than its above-water brother. There are also some 
mergers of foreground and background subjects that 
make it hard to interpret easily. However, the image 
still conveys a clear story and has been well staged 
to do so. 

more definitively identify it as the subject.

Wide-Angle Winner: Trevor Rees
See remarks for BIUPC Champion above.

Runner-Up: Mark Kirkland 
Richard Thorn: A very striking image with a number 
of notable features; portrait format to emphasise the 
structure of the plumose anemones, gradation from 
light to dark behind the main subject draws the eye 
from bottom to top and the contrast between the green 
background and the white of the anemones. Lighting and 
focus are also good. I wonder what the effect would have 
been if the anemones didn't occupy quite so much of the 
frame?

Close-Up Winner: Jane Morgan 
Paul Colley: I love the use of colour, particularly the 
contrasting purple accent. The chosen perspective and 
camera angle adds strongly to the otherwise simple overall 
composition. It’s an image that grabs your attention early 
and colour is the greater part of its success. 

Richard Thorn: Well spotted image. The use of portrait 
mode to emphasise the diagonal oval as the centre piece 
with the ghost shrimp nicely positioned towards the top is a strong composition. 
The colour palette and balance is strong with the small amount of purple 
drawing the eye in balanced by the large amount of yellow around the image.

Runner-Up: Paul Pettitt   
Richard Thorn: The minimalist nature of this image 
is striking. I like the fact that the critter and weed are 
set against a plain green/blue water background that 
emphasises the subject by setting it against clean negative 
space. The colour contrasts are delicate but obvious. The 
placement of the critter midway down the frame means that 
the image is somewhat static and framing it so that it was 
either towards the bottom or the top would have been worth 
considering.
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Top left:  Compact Winner Grant McCarry
Below left:  Mankind/ Environment Winner: Yo han Cha 
Above:  Close-Up Winner: Jane Morgan
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Top left:  Compact Runner-Up Derek Bolton
Below left:  Mankind/ Environment Runner-Up Ivan Donoghue
Above:  Wide-Angle Runner-Up: Mark Kirkland
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Back in 2017 (printed in Issue 
111 of In Focus) I penned 
an opinion piece called 

“The Correct Focus”. The article 
lamented the lack of British success 
in international 
underwater 
photography contests, 
arguing that BSoUP 
photographers 
don’t lack skill, but 
their ambition was 
misdirected. Too 
many of us were too 
focused on beating 
each other in the 
monthly contests at 
BSoUP, BUPG, NUPG 
etc, rather than taking 
the kind of images 
needed to take it to 
the rest of the world in 
the bigger comps. Well I am delighted 
to say that I have been proved very 
wrong with an annus mirabilis for 
BSoUP in competitions! So, I am back, 
along with a large slice of humble pie, 
to celebrate and learn! 

We must start by applauding BSoUP 
member Richard Barnden, who 

won the overall titles of Underwater 
Photographer of the Year 2019 and 
British Underwater Photographer of 
the Year 2019, as well as a strong 
showing in many other contests. 

Richard comments 
“Winning was the 
highlight of my 
year and career, 
which has so far led 
onto a number of 
articles, publications; 
the journey still 
continues...” 
reminding us all that 
while photography 
should never be all 
about competition, 
competitions 
can certainly do 
wonders both for 
your photography 

and your photography career 
opportunities. 

Next the spotlight must go to Henley 
Spiers another ex-pat BSoUPer, who 
recently gave an excellent presentation 
about the trials and tactics of entering 
the major contests at our August 
meeting. Henley has gathered a 

BSoUP OPINION 2019: 
“Humble Pie!” 
by Alex Mustard 

Close-Up Runner-Up: Paul Pettitt 
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mighty haul of gongs so far during 
2019, including the David Doubilet 
Award for Outstanding Achievement 
in the Ocean Geographic Pictures of 
the Year contest, winner of Black and 
White category of the Underwater 
Photographer of the Year (UPY), 
winner of Gender & Oceans category 
in the 6th annual United Nations 
World Oceans Day photo contest, 
winner of the Divers category of the 
DEEP Indonesia photo contest, winner 

of the Black and White 
category of the Our World 
Underwater contest and a 
lot more! 

I asked Henley where he 
thought serious shooters 
could look to improve: 
“I think that one of the 
key things which has 
hindered British shooters in 
international competitions 
is too much focus on 
technique and not enough 
on creativity. Just look at 
the underwater images 
posted on social media, 
accompanied by long 
comment threads filled 
with detailed debate on 
corner sharpness, Fstops, 
best gear to use...etc. 
Mastery of technique is an 
admirable goal, but if it 
comes at the expense of 
artistic creativity then the 

end results will inevitably be limited. 
I've been fortunate to spend some time 
around some of the most renowned 
underwater shooters in the industry, 
and technique, whilst important, is 
a firm second to capturing the right 
moment and executing their vision.” 

Grant Thomas is yet another Brit-
overseas member who has done a 
sterling job representing us in many 
contests, he was British Underwater 
Photographer of the Year, 2018 

Photo: Kirsty Andrews, Blue shark, Cornwall

Photo: Nick More - Porcelain crab, Manado Bay, N. Suleweisi, Indonesia

Photo: Richard Barnden, 'The Gauntlet' - Grey reef sharks and unlucky Parrotfish
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and has followed that up with titles 
including Grand Prize winner DEEP 
Indonesia 2019, Winner DEEP 
Indonesia over-under category 2019, 
Winner World Oceans Day Human 
Interaction category 2018, Grand 
Prize winner Ocean Conservancy 
2018 amongst others. His advice is 
to not think about contests when he’s 
shooting and instead focus solely 
on the shot: “I never shoot with the 
intention of entering competitions, 
but more with the aim of creating a 
powerful image that I think stands 
out (which I guess lends itself to 
competitions). My approach to 
creating images which will stand out 
usually starts with finding something 
different, whether it be thinking of a 
new composition, lighting technique 
or unique subject. I then like to 
spend time as much time as possible 
shooting and reviewing the images 
in camera, changing composition or 
lighting and developing my ideas as I 
go.” 

Those of you who saw or logged into 
Henley’s presentation will note there is 
a lot of overlap in the mindset of these 
two successful shooters. 

Our final two examples don’t just 
prove me wrong when it comes to 
major contest wins, but they further 
undermine my original argument with 
regular wins in our monthly contests 
too. Thank you BSoUP regulars Nick 
More and Kirsty Andrews! Kirsty 

bagged six awarded images in UPY 
2019, following on from 3 more in 
last year’s British Wildlife Photography 
Awards (BWPA) and even ended 
up on the BBC with Chris Packham 
telling the nation all about underwater 
photography. Nick has had great 
success in the UPY with five awarded 
pictures, three of which were highly 
commended in the international 
categories, two highly commended 
images awarded in the latest BWPA, 
won the grand prize at the Lembeh 
- Gulen shootout 2018, a silver 
medal at the Our World Underwater 
competition and has won the Diver 
/ BSoUP Print Competition in back-
back years. Nick adds: “My approach 
to shooting for competitions is to 
concentrate on a pre-conceived idea 
or subject and devote all my diving 
time to achieving my aim" - something 
that Henley also encouraged with his 
one-keeper-per-day philosophy.
 
Granted there are far more 
underwater photography contests 
than ever before, but as a society we 
should be rightly proud of this golden 
age of success for BSoUP members. 
Long may it continue. 

In August 2019 Atanas gave a 
presentation to BSoUP members 
about how to print digital images at 

home; a subject that was welcomed 
by many people. Atanas has spent 
a considerable amount of time 
researching this subject and he was 
barely able to scratch the surface in 
the limited amount of time available.  
Atanas has, therefore, kindly prepared 
a detailed guide of how to achieve a 
high standard of digital printing which 
we had hoped to publish here but it 
is too long!  Instead, we invite you to 
access this incredibly useful resource 
by going on to our website. 

Members can find a link to Atanas’s 
talk after logging in to the new link 
for meetings recordings.  They should 
click the link to the Aug 2019 meeting 
and look for the start of Atanas’s talk 
at 9mins 35secs.

Everybody can access his associated 
article, which has been converted to a 
pdf, at the home page link to articles 
under the Techniques link.

Atanas is originally from Bulgaria 
and grew up far away from the sea. 

However, his desire to learn to scuba 
dive was born during his childhood on 
a family summer holiday at the Black 
Sea coast. He managed to get his 
certificate when he was only 16 and 
has dived regularly ever since.

He became passionate about printing 
when he bought his first digital camera 
in 2005. He started with a small A4 
printer and encountered, right from 
the start, the complex nature of digital 
printing. Nevertheless, he carried on 
in his pursuit of mastering his craft. 
He gradually built up his knowledge 
and experience, often printing for 
friends and colleagues, and ultimately 
printing commercially for a wider 
audience on canvas. 

Atanas is currently studying biomedical 
science in Cambridge. 
 
Following Atanas’s words, below, is a 
summary of the topics covered.
  
“This article is based on my own 
experience in printing, as well as on 
valuable published resources on the 
topic from renowned photographers 
and printmakers. I believe all of you 

An introduction to digital printing  
by Atanas Petros

“The negative is the equivalent of the composer's score, 
and the print the performance.” Ansel Adams
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reading will already know that this 
is a vast topic, with many layers of 
knowledge necessary to create good 
quality prints. Within this article I will 
cover some of the main components 
needed to unlock the gate to 
successful digital printing.
 
I use Adobe Photoshop CS6 for 
editing my photos hence the examples 
given in the article, but you can also 
use similar tools available in your 
preferred software.”

The four major components:

1.  Basic colour management.

2.  Establishing a robust workflow, 
in order to create a master file.

i. Detailed workflow
ii. Optimal workflow settings in     

Photoshop and Lightroom
iii. Colour settings selected in 

Photoshop
iv. Backscatter removal and 

cloning
v. Capture sharpening
vi. Global tonal and colour 

adjustments
vii. Regional tonal adjustments
viii. Output sharpening

3.  Printing the master file via 
Adobe Lightroom.

i. Selecting the printer
ii. Selecting the correct paper  

colour profile 
iii. Print adjustments
iv. Print output sharpening
v. Printer settings

4.  Preparing the master file for 
online (commercial) printing 
services.

i.   File resolution
ii.   Upsizing in Photoshop
iii.   Colour space of the image
iv.   Output sharpening
v.   Preparing the file in Lightroom

i. Calibrating and colour profiling 
the monitor

ii. Setting up a consistently lit  
editing station

iii. Printer colour profiles
1. Highly recommended  – The 

digital print by Jeff Schewe (all the 
technical knowledge necessary, 
step by step)

2. Recommended -  Real world color 
management by Bruce Fraser, 
Chris Murphy, and Fred Bunting

3. Recommended -  From camera to 
computer by George Barr

4. Recommended - Digital 
photography fine print workshop 
by George DeWolfe

5. Recommended - B&W print by 
George DeWolfe

Recommended readings

Drysuits complete and ready to dive

An essential piece of 
photographic equipment, your
O’Three suit

The only thing you want to worry about is that 
perfect shot... it’s important to be warm and 
comfortable so you can relax and focus on 
capturing amazing photos.

...Come in from the Cold

Wet &  Semi-dry suits / neoprene accessories

from 0.5mm to 7mm - £24.95 to £275.00  from £795 to £1950 

Photo courtesy of Martyn Farr
Barbados

www.othree.co.uk  |  +44 (0) 1305 822820  |  Osprey Quay  Portland  Dorset  DT5 1BL
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DiveQuest
THE ULTIMATE IN DIVING HOLIDAYS & UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY DESTINATIONS

www.divequest-diving-holidays.co.uk
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Sending guests to the finest photography locations in the 
world for over 25 years.

Email: divers@divequest-diving-holidays.co.uk


